Ventilation at Floor Level and through Walls

Cavibrick
High performance air-brick

- High air throughput
- Insect screening
- Self-draining base
- Clip together to make up composite sizes
- Range of colours

| PRODUCT NAME | Cavibrick
| SIZE | 220 x 60 x 70mm
| FREE AIRFLOW RATING | 7500mm²
| COLOURS | Terracotta Slate Beige Brown White Black
| MATERIAL | Polypropylene
| OBSERVATIONS | Sleeves – all styles

USE
The cavibrick is a high performance ventilator which may be used instead of a conventional air-brick.

SOLUTION
Manufactured to brick dimensions, the Cavibrick promotes a high air throughput, via a front louvred grille. The louvres are proportioned to maximise performance whilst contouring the air to challenge through-draughts. The louvres are also spaced to comply with the latest BS requirements but have been staggered to offer also an insect resistant screen which is not offered on some standard airbricks.

The Cavibrick incorporates a water dam back to prevent rain penetration and crossflow separators. Moulded in a range of colours, the cavibrick may be used singularly, or in multiples. The Cavibrick is fully compatible with our range of telescopic and straight sleeves.

SPECIFICATION WORDING
Cavibrick thermoplastic rectangular interlocking airbrick by Cavity Trays of Yeovil Somerset BA22 8HU (01935 474769) Airflow: 7,500mm².
Colour: 
Build in individually or interlocked to form two or three brick configuration
Attach to matching sized through wall sleeve or adaptor type .................